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ABSTRACT

The impact of paternity identification errors on US
genetic evaluations and international comparisons of
Holstein dairy bulls for milk, fat, and protein yields
was investigated. Sire identification was replaced for
11% of Holstein cows that were sired by AI bulls and
had records in the US database for national genetic
evaluations; US evaluations were computed based on
those modified pedigrees and compared with official
national evaluations. Estimated breeding values from
the data with introduced paternity errors were biased,
especially for later generations. Estimated genetic
trends decreased by 11 to 15%. Estimates of standard
deviations of sire transmitting ability also decreased
by 8 to 9%. International multitrait across-country com-
parisons of bulls were computed based on national eval-
uations from the United States, Canada, New Zealand,
and The Netherlands. Estimates of genetic correlations
between the United States and other countries de-
creased by 0.04 to 0.06 when US evaluations were based
on modified pedigree. The resulting bias toward selec-
tion of domestic bulls and the inability to identify truly
superior animals that are available internationally
could decrease potential selection differentials by 0.07
to 0.09 standard deviation units on the US scale, which
corresponds to sire breeding values of approximately
50 kg for milk, 3 kg for fat, and 1.7 kg for protein.
Losses for the other countries were lower and ranged
from 0.02 to 0.05 standard deviation units, because a
correlation of less than unity with the United States
decreased the impact of US cow paternity errors on the
scales of other countries. Although paternity verifica-
tion is desirable and technically feasible, commercial
implementation would require low testing costs.
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INTRODUCTION

Genetic evaluations are computed to assess the ge-
netic merit of dairy cattle. Elaborate animal models
have been developed for the analysis of performance
records and genetic relationships among individual ani-
mals. An important assumption for those models is that
all identified genetic relationships are correct. How-
ever, the literature suggests that this assumption is
incorrect. Reported rates of paternity misidentification
in various cattle populations worldwide reached almost
25%—around 5% in Israel (Ron et al., 1996), around
12% in The Netherlands (Bovenhuis and van Arendonk,
1991), 5 to 15% in Denmark (Christensen et al., 1982),
8 to 20% in Ireland (Beechinor and Kelly, 1987), and 4
to 23% in Germany (Gelderman et al., 1986).

Paternity errors are expected to bias estimation of
genetic parameters (Van Vleck, 1970b), breeding values
of individual animals (Israel and Weller, 2000; Van
Vleck, 1970a), and genetic progress (Gelderman et al.,
1986; Van Vleck, 1970a). Van Vleck (1970b) also showed
that bias increased as the proportion of records with
errors increased. Those studies were based on either
deterministic analysis that considers the sire-daughter
inheritance path (Gelderman et al., 1986; Van Vleck,
1970a and 1970b) or stochastic simulation of commer-
cial cattle populations and animal model evaluations
(Israel and Weller, 2000). In the latter study, an error
rate of 10% was simulated for cow paternity and re-
sulted in decreased genetic gain and biased EBV.

Previous studies investigated the impact of cow pa-
ternity errors on genetic evaluations of cattle in the
context of a national breeding program. Currently, na-
tional genetic evaluation results are also used as input
to international genetic evaluations and comparisons
of dairy bulls (Banos and Sigurdsson, 1996; Schaeffer,
1994). Biased national genetic evaluations affect such
international comparisons. The impact of cow paternity
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errors in one country on international genetic compari-
sons has yet to be investigated.

The objective of this study was to determine the effect
of misidentification of cow sires on genetic evaluations
and estimation of genetic parameters and breeding val-
ues for bulls across countries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sire identification was replaced for a random sample
of 11% of Holstein cows that were sired by AI bulls and
had records in the US database for national genetic
evaluations. An error rate of 11% was the average pa-
ternity error rate reported in the international scientific
literature. The replacement sire was another bull of
similar age that had been born in the same, previous,
or following year as the true sire. Replacement was also
within category of AI service status: 1) bulls that had
returned to service as indicated by >150 daughters and
>5 yr in age difference from the cow with the paternity
change, or 2) bulls that were being progeny tested as
well as a few other AI bulls that were not returned
to service. Assignment of false daughters was random
among eligible bulls without regard to the number of
true daughters. A total of 1,574,244 cows had their sire
identification replaced.

Genetic evaluations for milk, fat, and protein yields
were computed with the animal model by using USDA
evaluation procedures, the modified pedigree data, and
cow lactation information that had been included in the
official US evaluations of May 2000. Resulting evalua-
tions were compared with official May 2000 results to
assess the impact of the introduced paternity errors on
national EBV.

The international comparison included official May
2000 national evaluations from Canada, New Zealand,
and The Netherlands in addition to US bulls that had
both official May 2000 US evaluations and May 2000
US evaluations based on modified cow pedigree. Data
edits followed the standards of the International Bull
Evaluation Service (2000), and AI Holstein bulls born
during 1983 or later with daughters in ≥10 herds in the
country of origin were included. International genetic

Table 1. Changes in daughter counts from random replacement of cow paternity identification.

True daughters, no. True daughters lost, no. False daughters gained, no.
Category of AI
service status Bulls, n Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

All bulls 32,749 432 2083 47.8 230.8 47.8 95.7
Returned to service1 5655 2230 4608 247.9 511.3 247.9 84.5
Progeny test2 27,094 57 27 6.7 4.2 6.7 2.8

1Bulls with >150 daughters and >5 yr difference in age from daughters.
2All other bulls that were not considered to have returned to service.
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evaluations for milk, fat, and protein yields were com-
puted using a multitrait across-country evaluation pro-
cedure (Schaeffer, 1994) and official May 2000 national
evaluations from Canada, New Zealand, The Nether-
lands, and the United States. A second set of interna-
tional evaluations was computed with official US evalu-
ations replaced by US evaluations that were based on
modified pedigrees. Results from the two international
evaluations were compared to determine the impact
that cow paternity errors in one country have on inter-
national genetic comparisons.

RESULTS

Mean changes in numbers of daughters per US Hol-
stein sire after the introduction of cow paternity errors
at 11% are shown in Table 1. As expected, mean losses
in true daughters were compensated by mean gains in
false daughters. For individual bulls, however, losses
and gains were not always equal. Standard deviations
for losses were higher than for gains for all service
categories of bulls because the number of lost daughters
was proportional to the true number of daughters of a
bull, whereas each bull always had the same chance to
have new daughters assigned regardless of the number
of true daughters.

National Evaluations

An 11% introduction of cow paternity errors changed
some existing genetic relationships among animals that
had resulted from family selection and affected esti-
mated inbreeding. Mean estimated inbreeding of all
animals was reduced by 7 to 11% (Table 2). The impact
on younger animals was more severe because more his-
toric genetic relationships contribute to later genera-
tions. These estimates, however, are not correct pre-
dictors of true inbreeding because an animal’s inbreed-
ing is determined by the genetic relationship of its true
parents. To the extent that inbreeding is related to
selection and the latter is affected by pedigree accuracy
(see next paragraph), true inbreeding would be also
affected by sire misidentification.
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Table 2. Mean estimates of inbreeding in the US Holstein population with introduced cow paternity errors.

Mean inbreeding
Reduction in inbreeding from

Birth year Gender 0% errors 11% errors increase in paternity errors

(%)
All years Cows 0.0169 0.0158 6.5

AI bulls 0.0175 0.0156 10.9
1990 or later Cows 0.0352 0.0321 8.8

AI bulls 0.0421 0.0363 13.8

The incorrect pedigree information affected EBV, es-
pecially for bulls of high and low genetic merit. New
reputed daughters assigned to high-merit bulls through
random replacement were expected to be of generally
lower merit than the true progeny that were replaced.
Estimated annual genetic trends decreased by 11 to
15% overall (Table 3), which was similar to results from
the simulation study of Gelderman et al. (1986) but
more than found through simulation by Israel and Wel-
ler (2000). The observed decrease in annual trend was
larger than Israel and Weller’s (2000) probably because
truly top bulls would not have been used as heavily
here, had selection been based on their biased genetic
evaluation. Bias was more evident for later generations
for which estimates of annual genetic trend decreased
the most. Estimated trend for all bulls decreased by 14
to 15%, whereas the decrease was up to 18% for bulls
born during 1983 or later.

Since sire replacement was by a bull of similar age,
a possible explanation for the compounding impact of
misidentification on genetic trend over time is that more
recent sires have a greater proportion of misidentified
relatives than do base parents. A typical base bull would
have 11% of daughters but not any older relatives that
were misidentified. Conversely, a young bull might

Table 3. Genetic trend in EBV for yield traits of the US Holstein population with introduced cow paternity
errors.

Trend in EBV Reduction in trend
from increase in

Gender Yield trait 0% errors 11% errors paternity errors

(kg/yr) (%)
Cows Milk 116.3 103.6 11.1

Fat 4.08 3.63 11.0
Protein 3.69 3.22 12.7

AI bulls
All bulls Milk 123.2 106.0 13.9

Fat 4.11 3.52 14.3
Protein 4.19 3.55 15.2

US bulls with international
evaluations1 Milk 113.8 93.3 18.0

Fat 3.97 3.39 14.4
Protein 4.35 3.65 16.0

1Born during 1983 or later with daughters in ≥10 herds.
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have many relatives in addition to daughters that had
been misidentified so that the total proportion of mis-
identified relatives increased over generations.

True genetic progress in the US population was not
affected, because actual selection had been based on
official evaluations that had been estimated without
introduced pedigree errors. Thus, the reduced trends
from this study reflected the impact of erroneous infor-
mation on evaluation variance and regression slope.
Reduction in variability of genetic evaluations was 7 to
11% after introduction of random cow paternity errors.
Figure 1 illustrates this observation with means and
SD of EBV for protein yield for AI Holstein bulls born
during 1983 or later with daughters in ≥10 herds; those
bulls subsequently were evaluated internationally.

International Comparisons

Numbers of Holstein bull records from each country
and estimates of within-country SD for sire transmit-
ting abilities for yield traits are shown in Table 4 for
the four-country international comparison. Estimates
of sire SD decreased by 8 to 9% for US transmitting
abilities based on data with an 11% error rate for cow
paternity, which reflected the reduced variability of the
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Table 4. Numbers of bull records and estimates of sire SD for EBV of yield traits in the international
comparison.

Sire SD for EBV

Country Bull records, n Milk Fat Protein

(kg)
United States
Official evaluations1 16,526 339 12.3 9.4
Evaluations with introduced pedigree errors2 16,526 309 11.2 8.6

Canada1 4697 396 15.2 11.3
New Zealand1 2452 157 6.2 4.6
The Netherlands1 5182 271 10.4 7.4

1Data from official May 2000 national evaluations.
2Data from official May 2000 national evaluations with an 11% introduced error rate for cow paternity.

national evaluations (Figure 1). Sire SD is an important
parameter in international genetic evaluations because
it affects the slope of EBV conversion from one country
to another (International Bull Evaluation Service,
2000). Decreases in sire SD of 8 to 9% would affect
international rankings of dairy bulls.

The introduction of random paternity errors at a rate
of 11% also resulted in decreases of 0.04 to 0.06 in
estimated genetic correlations between the United
States and the other countries (Table 5). Genetic corre-
lations were estimated with the method of Sigurdsson
et al. (1996), which depends on the presence of genetic
links between countries. Although the numbers of com-
mon bulls and other links between countries were sub-
stantial and remained the same regardless of intro-
duced cow paternity errors, the reduced variability and
trend and other changes in the US evaluations that
were caused by the introduced errors affected the esti-
mates of genetic correlations. Unfortunately, no appro-
priate procedure to calculate standard errors of the esti-
mates was available. Because of the high level of data

Figure 1. Mean (�) and SD (�) of protein EBV of US AI bulls from
national genetic evaluations with introduced cow paternity errors at
a rate of 0% (——) and 11% (– – –) by birth year of bull.
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connectedness and links among the populations, the
estimates of genetic correlations were considered to be
accurate. Furthermore, correlation estimates of the
United States with all other countries decreased by
about the same amount. Decreased estimates of genetic
correlations would affect international EBV.

Within year product-moment correlations were calcu-
lated between international genetic evaluations that
included official US evaluations and those that included
US evaluations with introduced paternity errors (Table
6). Rank correlations also were computed and were
found to be 0 to 2% lower than product-moment correla-
tions. Across all bulls in the international comparison,
correlations were about 0.98, which indicated that some
minor reranking of bulls could be expected from intro-
duced US pedigree errors. Results for US bulls were
affected the most; correlations among international
EBV decreased to about 0.95. Consequently, compari-
sons between US bulls and those from other countries
would be expected to change as the result of US pater-
nity errors. Correlations among international EBV for
bulls from the other countries were close to unity, which
indicated that comparisons among those bulls were un-
changed by introduced US pedigree errors.

Changes in estimates of variances of sire EBV and
genetic correlations affect international conversions
and bull comparisons between countries. In general, a
low estimate of the genetic correlation between coun-
tries favors local bulls regardless of scale. Therefore,
the introduction of cow paternity errors in US pedigrees
results in more domestic bulls among the top bulls for
genetic merit on the evaluation scale of each participat-
ing country.

Bias toward the selection of domestic bulls and an
inability to identify animals that are truly genetically
superior and available internationally decreases poten-
tial genetic gains. Selection differentials for interna-
tional evaluations that included official US evaluations
or US evaluations with introduced pedigree errors were
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Table 5. Estimated genetic correlations between the United States and other countries for official May 2000 US evaluations for yield traits
and US evaluations with an introduced error rate of 11% for cow paternity.

Milk yield Fat yield Protein yield

US evaluations US evaluations US evaluations
Official US with pedigree Official US with pedigree Official US with pedigree

Country evaluations errors evaluations errors evaluations errors

Canada 0.95 0.89 0.95 0.90 0.94 0.88
New Zealand 0.78 0.73 0.78 0.74 0.76 0.72
The Netherlands 0.93 0.88 0.92 0.88 0.94 0.89

estimated based on genetic merit of the best 75 bulls.
Selection of the top 75 bulls is consistent with the total
number of bull sires used annually in the four countries
(considering sires with >3 sons). With an introduced
error rate of 11% for cow paternity, selection differen-
tials decreased by 0.07 to 0.09 genetic SD units on the
US scale (Table 7), which corresponds to a loss of ap-
proximately 50 kg of milk, 3 kg of fat, and 1.7 kg of
protein for sire breeding value. Selection differential
losses for the other countries were lower and ranged
from 0.02 to 0.05 genetic SD units, because a genetic
correlation of less than unity with the United States
decreased the impact of US cow paternity errors on the
scales of those countries. New Zealand had the lowest
genetic correlation with the United States and had the
lowest selection differential losses.

DISCUSSION

Sires of cows may be misidentified for many reasons.
The 11% rate of introduced pedigree errors in this study
was based on the incidence of errors in the current
global population. Sire identifications were reassigned
randomly within groups of bulls of similar age and AI
service status. Consequently, daughters of sires that
had returned to service would be distributed among

Table 6. Product-moment correlations between May 2000 international genetic evaluations that include
official US evaluations for yield traits and US evaluations with an introduced error rate of 11% for cow
paternity.

Yield trait

Country of bull Country scale Milk Fat Protein

All bulls United States 0.975 0.971 0.970
Canada 0.981 0.978 0.977
New Zealand 0.983 0.978 0.980
The Netherlands 0.981 0.978 0.976

United States United States 0.953 0.957 0.949
Canada 0.955 0.959 0.950
New Zealand 0.959 0.960 0.957
The Netherlands 0.955 0.959 0.950

Other than the United States United States 0.996 0.996 0.994
Other1 0.999 0.999 0.999

1Mean of correlations on the scales of Canada, New Zealand, and The Netherlands.
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other proven, highly used bulls. Among young bulls,
however, high-merit sires could have been replacing
bulls of either high or low merit. An alternative, more
complicated paternity replacement strategy would have
been to reassign sire identification according to the ge-
netic merit of the true sire of a cow so that daughters
of young bulls of high merit would have been distributed
among other sires of high merit. The full impact of such
a strategy on genetic evaluations is not intuitively clear.
Because young sires of exceptionally high merit still
would be replaced by a sire of lower merit, genetic vari-
ance and trend still would be expected to decrease,
thereby affecting national and international genetic
evaluations.

This study was based on a single reanalysis of the
US national genetic evaluation. Replication of several
sets of introducing random parentage error would have
allowed estimation of the standard error of the observed
bias. This, although desirable, was not attainable from
a practical point of view, as it would have required
several reruns of the entire US genetic evaluation sys-
tem. However, the study yielded some useful results
whose consistency with results from previous simula-
tion studies may attest to the validity of the design.

In this study, all daughters of known AI Holstein
sires had an equal chance of having their parentage
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Table 7. Selection differential losses from use of the top 75 bulls for yield traits based on May 2000
international evaluations that include US evaluations with an introduced error rate of 11% for cow paternity
rather than official US evaluations.

Yield trait

Country scale Milk Fat Protein

(SD units)
United States 0.071 0.078 0.092
Canada 0.047 0.026 0.036
New Zealand 0.028 0.016 0.022
The Netherlands 0.037 0.038 0.053

changed; those daughters included influential bull
dams with many sons as well as embryo transfer donor
dams of high merit. Donor dams, however, may actually
have incorrect pedigrees less often than do progeny-
test daughters. If this situation were true, results from
this study would be more pertinent to progeny-test bulls
than to older sires of bull dams.

The same heritability was assumed for both national
and international US evaluations, even after cow pedi-
gree errors had been introduced. Incorrect pedigree in-
formation may bias the estimation of heritability down-
ward depending on the fraction of cows with incorrect
paternity (Van Vleck, 1970b). A heritability estimate
that was closer to 0.24 instead of 0.30, the current heri-
tability that is assumed in the US evaluation system
(International Bull Evaluation Service, 2000), might
have been more appropriate. However, Christensen et
al. (1982) concluded from their simulation study that
the theoretical heritability estimate is still appropriate
even in the presence of pedigree errors. Consequently,
in the simulation study of Israel and Weller (2000),
the same heritability estimate was used in both the
presence and the absence of pedigree errors.

The introduction of cow paternity errors at the rate of
11% decreased estimates of genetic correlations among
countries by 0.04 to 0.06. For international evaluations,
genetic correlations are interpreted as the interaction
of genotype with environment; lower correlation esti-
mates indicate higher interaction effects. If the true
identification error rate in various countries is >0, then
current estimates of genetic correlations may be overes-
timating the true effect of genotype with environ-
ment interaction.

The impact of incorrect parentage on international
genetic evaluations may also depend on whether the
misidentified daughters in a country were sired by only
local bulls or by both local and foreign bulls. In the
United States, few cows have a foreign sire, except from
Canada. Therefore, the errors in this study were intro-
duced mainly into pedigrees of US daughters of US and
Canadian bulls but not US daughters of Netherlands
or New Zealand bulls. However, the effect of the intro-
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duced errors on the correlation estimate between the
United States and Canada was the same as the effect
on correlation estimates between the United States and
New Zealand and between the United States and The
Netherlands.

Paternity verification with highly polymorphic DNA
markers is technically possible (Ron et al., 1996; Van-
kan and Faddy, 1999). The practicality of implementa-
tion of such verification for the commercial population
depends on the costs of extracting DNA and genotyping.
Genotyping would indicate whether the sire assigned
to a cow is correct. Frequently when a pedigree error
is detected, the correct sire may be any bull of a large
number of possible candidates. The sire then would be
treated as unknown for the purpose of genetic evalua-
tion. When sire replacement is not random, however,
and with good farm records on which sires were used
in a herd, genotyping may actually assist in identifying
the true sire.

In addition to parentage verification costs, the eco-
nomic returns would be also determined by increased
productivity due to genetic progress and increased
world trade. Low genetic correlation estimates resulted
from misidentified sires would lead to selection bias
toward domestic bulls in all countries. Genetic correla-
tions rising towards the biological estimate of genotype
by environment interaction would increase exportation
of truly outstanding bulls.

CONCLUSIONS

Introducing paternity errors to the pedigrees of 11%
of US Holstein cows that were sired by AI bulls had
substantial impact on national evaluations and inter-
national genetic comparisons. Estimates of inbreeding,
genetic trend, sire variance, and across-country genetic
correlations decreased. International EBV and bull
rankings also were affected. Potential gains from inter-
national selection were diminished considerably. When
the genotyping of daughters of young sires becomes
economically justifiable, large-scale paternity confir-
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mation will be possible, and pedigree error rates will de-
crease.
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